AUSTRALIA’S FORGOTTEN SHOWMAN
ARALUEN-BORN MARTIN BREHENEY
by Chris Woodland
INTRODUCTION
Sydney’s Waverley Cemetery is a beautifully situated, amphitheatre-like piece of land
that slopes down towards the Tasman Sea. I have visited this heritage-listed place since
the early 1950s and am reasonably familiar with its permanent inhabitants, particularly
the poets Kendall, Deniehy, Lawson, McKellar and Rod Quinn. Both my parents are also
interred in this striking place.
In this cemetery in early 2004 I came across a broken column arising from an
impressive grave. Knowing that such a column indicated a break between life and death,
symbolising a shortened life or accidental death, I made my way over to the inscription.
Having a long-time passion for the history of the Araluen Valley I was amazed to find the
dedication to read:
IN
LOVING MEMORY of
MARTIN BREHENEY
“J. MARTINI, SHOWMAN.”
BORN AT ARALUEN 28TH APRIL 1868.
DIED THOUGH INJURIES
ACCIDENTALLY RECEIVED AT ARMIDALE
2ND JULY 1907.
Other inscriptions on the striking monument stated that his parents’ remains were also
interred there, his father’s within two years of Martin’s death. I was immediately excited
at this discovery. The words ‘J. Martini, Showman’ indicated that the interred man had
been a person of some distinction during his life, but whose fame had obviously faded
with the passing of time. I had never heard of him, nor had others whom I questioned
and who had considerable knowledge of Australian history. (As it turned out I had
actually read his name several times, but did not know of him.

Martini’s grave, Waverley Cemetery.
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Months later I came across ‘Martini’s’
photo in a book titled, The Lady
Bushranger – The Life of Elizabeth Jessie
Hickman, written by Pat Studdy-Clift. The
photo shown was of a handsome, shortbearded man dressed in what I supposed
was a gymnastic outfit. The caption read:
J. Martini, Showman (Martin Brehemey
[sic]).
Thus began many years of research,
which I continued until I could find no
more information on this interesting man
who was born in Araluen1 the year after
Henry Lawson’s birth.
Photo shows the names of Martini’s
parents William and Julia (nee Feehan)
Breheney who shared their son’s burial
site.
Family.
Other than his birth at Araluen, where his father was gold mining, little is known of
young Martin’s earlier life. His father, William, had arrived in Sydney at the age of 20
years aboard the bounty ship Columbia in September 20, 1854. William had brothers,
Patrick and Michael, already living in the colony. The brothers had arrived in Sydney on
the Sir George Seymour in 1852, Patrick then 17 and Michael 33 years. William’s
parents were listed as Patrick (deceased) and Brigit (nee Mulvihill). The family’s Native
Place & County was given as Ballinakill [also Ballynakill], Co Galway, Ireland. The three
brothers had all given their occupation as Farm Labourer.
Martin’s mother was Julia Feehan, who had arrived at Port Phillip from Co Kilkenny,
Ireland, on the Ocean Monarch in June 1856. William (most likely called Liam) left the
colony of New South Wales for the goldfields of Victoria where he met and married Julia
two days after Christmas Day in 1860 at a Mrs Daniels’ of Deep Creek, Keilor Plains, just
out from Melbourne. His occupation was given as a miner, and his wife was described as
a servant. Julia’s age was recorded as 23 and William’s as 27.
Two years later their first child, Patrick, was born at ‘Frye’ – probably Fryers Creek,
(later to be called Fryerstown), near Castlemaine and nearby Irishtown - and another
son, William, was born in 1865 at Wanalta, about 100 km north-east from Castlemaine.
Nurse Mrs O’Malley delivered Martin, on April 28, 1868 at Redbank, in the middle of the
picturesque Araluen Valley in south-eastern New South Wales, where gold had been
discovered in August 1851. Obviously William snr was still mining. Two daughters were
born in the same district: Johanna in 1870 and Mary in 1873. Another daughter’s birth
was registered in 1877 at Broulee, near today’s Bateman’s Bay. This, their last child, was
given the mother’s name of Julia.
Records shows various spellings of the family’s surname. Breheney, Breheny and
Breheney are, understandably, common interpretations of this Irish name. However,
when Martin’s birth was registered at nearby Braidwood it was recorded as Berkerry
and Julia’s was given as Brekewy. Remembering that William’s first language was most
1

Araluen is thought to be the local Aboriginal name for the water lily common to the area.
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likely Irish, these spellings perhaps indicate both a certain pronunciation and
interpretation. Interestingly, Julia’s death certificate gives the spelling of her father’s
surname as Feehon.
Early Days.
Almost nothing is known of Martin Breheney’s younger life following his birth at
Araluen. Most of what we know came from an interview in the Bulletin – the Bushman’s
Bible, as it was known – in January 1906, the year before his untimely death:
My name is Martin Breheny [sic]. I was born at Araluen, N.S.W. in 1868.
Had a bit of gymnastic practice as a nipper in Sydney; then picked up
with Harmston’s Circus and Wild West Show; and was with them for
years as an all-round athlete. I struck Melbourne with Harmston’s in
Martini-Henry’s year, and the boys thought I was so smart on the bars
(my speciality is bar-work) that they said, “Why, he’s a regular Martini!”
And the name has stuck to me ever since.’
As Breheney states, his stage name, Martini, came from the racehorse that won the 1883
Melbourne Cup, which in turn comes from a well-known rifle of the time. The MartiniHenry rifle was abbreviated to just Martini, as the Melbourne Cup winner’s name
probably was at the time. Martini is, of course, not far from his first name, which was
Martin, so the Martini was only an extension created by the Melbourne Cup winner.
While he was always called Mart by those who new him, his full stage name became
James Martini, mostly abbreviated to J Martini.
Breheney is reported as saying to the Bulletin reporter that he had been performing as a
child, as was common in those days, and added that, he had a bit of gymnastic practice
as a nipper in Sydney, before he was with Harmston’s in Melbourne in 1883 at 15 years
of age. To be with Harmston’s in 1883 seems unlikely as there is no mention of that
circus in Australia until late 1889. As we will see, Martini is also associated with other
circuses. Whoever he was touring with in those earlier days, he obviously had
considerable talent with his performances on the parallel bars and gymnastics
generally.
Unfortunately for today’s readers, advertising and reporting on these circuses and other
travelling shows, had not developed in the early 1880s, but improved as the decade
progressed.
South Australia – Broken Hill.
Martini’s name began to appear in newspapers and the Adelaide Advertiser on Saturday
24 May 1890 stated Harmston’s was to appear in Wakefield Street on the evening of the
Friday 30th May. The reporter observed:
An unusually good exhibition on the triple horizontal bar was given by
Martini …
Broken Hill was visited by Harmston’s Circus in July. The circus performances included
a Saturday afternoon party for all children under the age of 14. The invitation was
issued by Mayor Thomas Coombe.
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Martin Breheney, aka J Martini the
showman, champion performer on the bars.
Bendigo – Melbourne
In August 1890 the steamer Buninyong sailed from Adelaide with the Harmston family
aboard, also circus proprietors Mr and Mrs St Leon, Martini and many others. In
September Martini with others was mentioned in the Melbourne Age as Harmston’s
performers in both Bendigo and Melbourne.
Singleton – Texas Jack
Martini, with Harmston’s, turned up in Singleton NSW as Harmston’s Circus and Wild
West Show on Friday 23 January 1891. The show contained a trio of Japanese balancers,
a Madame Minette, who possesses a jaw of iron, Madame Le Blonde performed as a rider
and Martini and Barotta showed their skills on the bars with exceptionally clever feats.
The local newspaper said that the streets of Singleton were almost deserted on the night
of the performance and that there were fully 1500 who patronised the show. The
attachment of the Wild West Show phrase to the circus’ name indicates a shift in such
travelling shows and awakened possibilities in Martini’s mind. The inclusion of these
Americans displaying wild west activities such as rough-riding, lassoing and revolver
shooting no doubt explained the unusual high attendance for the evening.
Amongst the American contingent was a colourful character who went by the name of
Texas Jack and possessed a fascinating background. He was named after the man who
found him when droving cattle through Kansas where he found two small girls and a
five-year old boy whose family had been killed by Native Americans. This boy took the
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name of Texas Jack Jr after his saviour Texas Jack. The latter received the nickname
while droving cattle across the famed Chisholm Trail.
The older Texas Jack’s formal name was John Baker Omohundro. He was born in 1846
and developed into a larger than life character. During his relatively short life – dying in
1880 just before the age of 34 – he had been a frontier scout, served in the Confederacy
during the American Civil War and became a legendary figure of the American Wild
West. He also acted in numerous theatre productions. He was associated with wellknow names like Ned Buntline, Wild Bill Hickok, President Lincoln’s assassin John
Wilkes Booth and the ill-fated General George Custer.
When Texas Jack died in June 1880, Texas Jack Jr dropped the qualifying junior from his
name. The young Texas Jack had understandably become familiar with the interests and
lifestyle of his foster father and became a sharpshooter and stunt rider.
The Australian bard, Henry Lawson, wrote the poem A Word to Texas Jack as he was fed
up with Americans visiting Australia and returning to America because:
They’ve left behind no larnin’ but they’ve carried off our tin.
Photo shows Texas Jack (1860 –
1905) the proprietor of Texas
Jack’s Wild West Show & Circus.
A survivor of his family’s
massacre by native Americans as
a child, he emulated his saviour
and mentor, the original Texas
Jack, becoming a roughrider,
sharpshooter,
and
theatrical
showman. One of his productions
was based on the Australian
bushranger Ned Kelly.
In 1900 Henry Lawson adversely
acknowledged
the
American
Showman in his poem A Letter to
Texas Jack.

With Martin aboard Harmston’s sailed to Queensland and performed their now titled
Harmston’s Wild West Show in Ipswich where the local newspaper stated that one of
the Martini Brothers executed some exceedingly clever feats on the horizontal bat, for
which he was deservedly applauded. One wonders if Martini actually had a brother
performing with him or it was just ‘show talk’.
Following their performances in Ipswich and possibly other areas, Harmston’s hired a
special boat to take their circus – now called American Circus and Wild Life in the Far
West - to Cairns to exhibit in May. Also aboard the SS Fitzroy were Martini and Texas
Jack.
It was not until July 1892 that Martini’s name next appeared, when he performed in
Sydney at the Alhambra Music Hall which featured dancing and singing, with M F
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Spencer singing a treat, In Old Madrid, and Martini, Frances and Trevo appeared in new
horizontal bar and acrobatic acts.
No doubt Martini was performing at many venues that have not been listed in the everdeveloping press of the day. Advertising still had a long way to go before it expanded
into the vociferous language and graphics it was to become.
In August 1893 Martini was listed as a performer in the Miss Aimie Moore’s Testimonial
Entertainment in Melbourne. The Melbourne Punch stated that Mr Martini was a
member of Fillis’ Circus”.
It was three years later, in December 1896, that Martini appeared in Perth with the New
Tivoli Variety Company at Perth’s Town Hall. The following week he was advertised as,
the Rage of Perth. These and other accolades would continue to be lavished on him until
the end.
In November 1897 our acrobatic celebrity is with a Miss Kate Howarde,s burlesque
show performing in Bathurst NSW where Martini is also giving boxing lessons.
There is another gap in Martini’s activities during this period as he is not mentioned in
the press again until the Newcastle Morning Herald informed its readers that, two days
after Harmston’s completed their season at Newcastle, they sailed for Brisbane on 27
February 1898. In the Queensland capital, Martini, Bysuck and Aldean had met with
warm approbation on their triple bar performance. Within days Mrs Harmston Love,
(the circus’ proprietoress and sole manager) and her husband Robert Love, advertised
that Harmston Circus would not perform in any other Queensland town other than
Brisbane. There must have been a serious upset to the circus’ plans for them not to
exploit the obvious potential of Queensland, as Martini would in the future. The circus
would have shipped back to Sydney because the performers, along with Martini, were
showing at Belmore Park in Sydney (across from Eddy Avenue at what was to become
Sydney’s Central Railway station) by the last week in April.
Return to Queensland
By mid-May Martini and a performer called Marlo were doing their acrobatic
performances at Charters Towers, inland from Townsville in Queensland, at the Theatre
Royal as members of the Lucifer Variety Company, and then in Townsville the week
later. About two weeks after Townsville Martini was still with Lucifer’s when they
visited Rockhampton and performed there, then he appears much further west at
Barcaldine with the Souquet Brother’s Circus in the first week of July. Barcaldine’s
Western Champion reported: The Souquet Brothers have with them Martini, the
champion triple bar performer in Australia. His somersault of 20 feet from bar to bar must
be seen to be realised.
In the fourth week of July the town of Maryborough hosted several evenings of
entertainment from the Souquet Brothers and their attractive star Martini. A month
later both Marlo and Martini - really wonderful horizontal bar performers - were
highlighted when the press advertised a benefit evening for a Mr George Ward at
Brisbane’s Opera House. The Telegraph also stated that Mr Martini is well known in
Brisbane and that Marlo and the Brisbane Courier cites: they will be doing their
wonderful triple somersault on [the bars].
Tasmania – Victoria - Queensland
Martini was still with the Souquet Bro’s Circus when they appear near the Court House
Hotel at the end of 1898, on Christmas Eve in Launceston, Tasmania. Following
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Christmas Day, the circus held several more performances in Launceston. The
newspapers did not mention Martini’s activities again until the third week in February
1899 when the Martini Company of Acrobats appeared at Scottsdale just North East of
Launceston. There was also another company performing at the same time (perhaps
Souquet’s), so Martini’s group did three performances with no admission cost until the
final presentation when the large crowd was asked for donations. The press stated:
They had a crowded house (street) on Saturday night.
There is no mention of Martini until he next turned up in Albury on the Murray River
with the Montgomery Circus in September 1899. Here it seems he was again with a
sibling:
The wonderful triple horizontal bar act of the Martinis was roundly
applauded.
Later in the month Martini performed as an individual artist in Her Majesty’s Theatre at
nearby Wangaratta.
Six weeks later he was performing at Geelong on Port Philip Bay with Professor Hyland
of Hyland’s Circus. As usual Martini’s acts were reported with many superlatives.
Professor Hyland was only one of numerous showmen who used the title of professor to
impress intending audiences. We will learn of some others later in this story.
In the third week of December we see that Martini was now with The Empire Variety
and Specialty Company entertaining at the Royal Theatre in Brisbane.
It is obvious that Martini is now freelancing, having joined up with several groups along
the way. Whether he was searching for something better in his employment, as the
1890s were difficult years because of an economic depression, or just travelling and
gaining experience we can never know. His experiences had taken him well up into
Queensland as far as the outback town of Barcaldine, along parts of the Queensland
coast, to many places in his home state of New South Wales, including the western
mining town of Broken Hill, onto South Australia and Tasmania and through Victoria.
There were still many miles of travel before him in the few years to come.
South Australia Victoria
In late May in 1900 the Mount Gambier’s Border Watch sings the praises of Martini and
Shaw’s Circus and Variety Show when they performed in the Mount Gambier’s Institute
Hall, claiming that the most thrilling performance by far was that of Martini, who was
billed as: … the world’s greatest gymnast. Miss Jessie Devine was recalled for all her dances
and songs. Jessie Devine plays an important role in this story..
There was much laughter and excitement when Martini held a three-round contest with
Mahatma the lady boxer. There were another two nights at Mount Gambier, then four
evenings at Millicent where some members of the public objected to Martini performing
on the Sabbath. He showed them little tolerance and, on another evening, he chided
some of the audience who had underpaid their admission, who relented and paid up. On
that same evening: Miss Jessie Devine, who, in short skirts and rather economical clothing
generally sang When London Sleeps. The front seats sat up and breathed heavily but
stayed around, while the back part of the hall showed unmistakable signs of approval.
In July the Martini and Ward combination performed at Horsham where the
advertisement in the local newspaper claimed that Martini: the World’s Greatest
GYMNAST, who has appeared three times before their Royal Highnesses the Prince and
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Prices of Wales, twice at Marlborough House and once at Sandringham, before 400 invited
guests.
The journalist might have confused Martini with a member of the Shaw family.
Whatever the reason for this monstrous untruth, it did not occur again. The same
advertisement claims that Miss Jessie Devine is: the clever American Song and Dance
Artiste.
This statement , along with Martini’s performing for the royals, appears only once
before it also joins the voluminous pit containing other innumerable fabricated although creative - claims, particularly those associated with circuses and other
travelling shows.
Martini and Miss Jessie Devine were still part of
the same company when they visited Charlton on
Friday 10 August and featured as Martini and
Shaw’s GAIETY COMPANY at Kerang between
Swan Hill and Echuca in the first days of
September. They moved on to Mildura and
Wentworth, then back to Echuca for two
performances in the second week of October. In
Numurkah our gymnast was referred to as Signor
Martini. In January 1901 in Wangaratta, Martini
and Devine contributed their performances at a
benefit for a James Clarke who had lost his barber
tools. Here Martini becomes Professor Martini and
his fellow performer becomes Mrs Martini (Miss
Jessie Devine), who was portrayed as a seriocomic artist and danseuse.

Martini the Showman.

In October Martini and Miss Devine were with
Professor L. A. Skuthorpe, The HERO of GORDON’S
FAMOUS LEAP And his Band of AUSTRALIAN
ROUGH RIDERS, where he was doing a season in
Flinders Street, Melbourne in October 1901.

Lance Skuthorpe – Legendary Horseman.
Lance Skuthorpe was one of Australia’s greatest horseman and showman. He was also
an outstanding yarn spinner and reciter of Australian bush poetry. While travelling
through bush towns in his earlier days he would start up one of his performances, be it
horsemanship, poetry or all combined, to attract the locals and, of course, to pass the
hat around. Now days we would call him a busker. There is at least one book on this
remarkable man.2 Skuthorpe’s greatest feat was to copy poet Adam Lindsay Gordon’s
famous leap close to Blue Lake near Mt Gambier. The obelisk which was placed near the
site known as Gordon’s Leap reads:
This obelisk was erected as a memorial to the famous Australian poet.
From near this spot in July, 1864, Gordon made his famed leap on
horseback over an old post and rail guard fence onto a narrow ledge
overlooking Blue Lake and jumped back again onto the roadway. The
foundation stone was laid on 8th July 1887.
While Martini had been travelling with Harmston’s and subsequent travelling shows he
was obviously thinking about forming his own similar enterprise. It is known that he
Jack Pollard was the author of The Rough Rider, Lansdowne, 1962. The Second edition was titled The
Horse Tamer, Pollard Publishing, 1970.
2
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and Skuthorpe were not of compatible natures and were less so when Martini made the
break. It was following an injury sometime in 1900 that Martini decided to form his own
show. Author Di Moore says that Lance Skuthorpe was not very happy when Martini,
Mena Val, Jessie Hunt, a lady named Jewl and a young bloke by the name of Callaghan
left his buckjumping show to begin a competitive travelling show.
Mena Val was the stage name for Wilhelma Valdares, the Valdares Girls being a group of
spectacular performing cyclists. Mena Val also performed at wire walking and whip
cracking. Jessie Hunt (later Hicksman) was a roughrider and Jewl had a song and dance
routine.
“Mrs Martini”
Typical of the times, the details of women were overshadowed by the males and little is
known of them. Women were mainly referred to as a Miss or Mrs so-and-so and little
more. The problem was exacerbated when female performers were using stage names.
Some women who were roughriders were often not referred to by name in the press,
but just by their gender. One of the most confusing mysteries of this story was
determining who was the woman who became known as Mrs Martini.
In her book The Lady Bushranger (Hesperian Press, 1996) Pat Studdy-Clift claims that
Elizabeth Jessie Hickman, nee Hunt, was Mrs Martini, Jenny Hicks in her history titled
Australian Cowboys, Roughriders & Rodeos (CQU Press, 2003) states that Jane Kemp, or
Miss Kemp, was Mrs Martini. Di Moore, the granddaughter of Jessie Hunt/Hickman says
in her book,3 that a song and dance performer known as Jewl, with the stage name as
Miss Devine, was Mrs Martini. This is collaborated by the press coverage of their
performing attendance at the Wangaratta Benefit in January 1901.
To further confuse the issue, there has been no marriage certificate found for
Martini/Breheney, so the union must have been a de facto relationship. The Jane Kemp
mentioned had performed with Professor’s Kemp’s buckjumping show, but it is not
thought that she was related to the colourful larrikin who called himself Professor
Kemp, Paddy Kemp and other monikers, though his real name was John Patrick Daley.
Growing up he was known as simply Jack Daley. Kemp was a horseman of great ability, a
designer of saddles and, like Martini, Skuthorpe and others, ran a buckjumping show. A
rather wild and unconventional person, Daley had troubles with the law, escaping from
police and spending time in gaol when finally apprehended several years later. He had
an equally eccentric brother, Richard Daley, who became an ordained priest. When in
Rome he fired a revolver in the Vatican declaring that Ireland was now a free and
independent nation. Apparently, brother - or Father, Richard - was a speaker of several
languages and, amongst other learned subjects, taught the Irish their native language.
Martini’s Buckjumping Show.
Leaving Skurthorpe’s show in October 1901, the little group started their new
enterprise in December, starting out from Bankstown, Sydney, with one small
performing tent and a small wagon or wagonette.
Though Martini was no roughrider, he was an extremely talented performer on the
triple bars.4 His years on the road with other shows had taught him much, but there
would be much more for him to learn. Experience on the road would teach them many
things: that their performing animals must always have sufficient, water, food and
ample rest. To maintain their performing abilities donkeys, mules, jennets, ponies and
horses, both circus performers and buckjumpers needed to maintain their strength and
health to carry out their particular areas of expertise. The demands of providing
3
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Out of the Mists: The Hidden History of Elizabeth Jessie Hickman (Balboa Press, 2014
The term barrist was sometimes used to describe such an athlete.
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comfortable accommodation for audiences during performances and the maintenance
of canvas, ropes, pegs, saddles and harnesses and horse-drawn vehicles were continual.
Members of the troupe were continually practising, experimenting and learning new
acts. All performers and assistants were multiskilled by necessity.
Little is heard of Martini until he was mentioned in a letter to the Editor of the Sydney
based Referee 19 February 1902. The famous horseman Jack Pendergast offered a
challenge to another horseman saying if the roughrider, Andy Thibault, were satisfied
with the challenge, he should have the money at the Referee office at noon on the
Tuesday of the following week. Pendergast concludes that he is the principal roughrider
for Martini’s Hippodrome5 and that they were travelling the South Coast [of NSW]for a
few weeks. The letter had been sent from Bulli.
This is what Martini had to say, to the Bulletin readers in January 1906, of his starting
out with his new show:
When I left Sydney three years ago with a small side show [sic], we
just struggled along. At Parramatta the van-man thought I was going
to balance him – swindle him out of his money; and when I paid up he
said, ‘Look here! I didn’t expect this I’ll tell you where there’s a horse
you ought to get – up at Lithgow, owned by Jones, of the Zigzag
Brewery – that’s Dargin’s Grey.’ Well we went up to Lithgow, and I
arranged to get the horse for one night for £5. If the chap had asked
for the money in advance we were done, because I hadn’t got it; but
we took £10, and after the show I gave him his £5, and he was so
pleased that he said, ‘Look here, you can have the horse on Monday
night for nothing.’ A few days after that I bought him for £8. Since
then I’ve walked him overland right up to Port Douglas, then across
to Normanton. Then by sea to Thursday Island, and down again to
Sydney here – picking up buckers all the way.
On 1 April 1902 the Lithgow Mercury announced that Martini’s Band of Rough Riders
had performed to good houses on the previous night (Monday) and on Saturday, the
evening of the 29 March. The newspaper told its readers that several hundred men
attended the exhibitions, which included ball-punching, a boxing match, and an
imitation donkey which promptly unseated the hopeful lads trying to ride it. However,
the main attraction was definitely Dargin’s Grey6 the buckjumper whose name became a
household word in his time and still remains so in the annals of Australian buckjumpers.
The paper also states: Then came Martini in his remarkably clever treble act on the
horizontal bar. We venture to say that that no circus in the state has a more able
performer than Mr Martini in this particular class and the spectators showed their
appreciation by unstinted applause.
The two or three locals who took up the challenge of boxing a few rounds with Joe
Coster were defeated. A man by the name of Combo claimed to have ridden Dargan’s
Grey, but spectators argued that he held onto the saddle pommel.
Proprietors of all roughriding shows regulated the saddles to be used. No stock saddles,
that is saddles with pads, were to be used, only English hunting saddles and poley
saddles. Skuthorpe used to have a light rope attached to the saddles of riders, which
gave him some control over the roughrider. It is not known if Martini used this
technique in his travelling shows, but it was most likely he did.

5
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Sometimes spelt Dargin’s.
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Queensland Again
A little over three months after the Lithgow performance the Queensland newspapers
reported that the Martini Brothers and their buckjumpers were said to be performing at
the National Association’s Show in Brisbane in August. Here again we see that Martini is
performing with a possible brother.
The month prior to the National Association’s Show in Brisbane Martini’s Band of Rough
Riders pitched their tent adjacent to the Criterion Hotel near the Court House in
Ipswich. They performed on Friday 19 July 1902 and to everyone’s surprise the main
attraction displayed a very disappointing exhibition of bucking. Dargan’s Grey was
ridden by a Thomas O’Brien and was not thrown. Some members of the audience
complained that the rider had held onto the pommel of the saddle. O’Brien also wore
spurs, which could have compromised the usual violent behaviour of the Grey.
In late August, Following the National Association’s Show, Dargan’s Grey was back to
normal at the Woolloongabba Cricket Ground and threw the two contestants who
attempted to ride him. These buckjumping events of Martini’s were now widely covered
in the country’s press and this show at the Woolloongabba Cricket Ground received a
special mention in the NSW paper the Hawkesbury Herald, the area having a long
association with the famous Grey. The paper claimed that: … the grey demon was to be
ridden in the electric light, at the Gabba and that: One of the only men who rode Dargin
was the late lieutenant Morant (The Breaker). This was at the Hawkesbury Show. Dargin
had already unseated 16 would-be conquerors and was knocked up when Morant rode
him.
This feat of the Breaker’s was to become well know over the next few years, though the
number of riders preceding him on that occasion was not usually mentioned. Having
thrown 16 men in succession would leave the grey wonder-horse little hope of throwing
a horseman of Morant’s ability.7 The mention of the electric light shows that this new
invention was slowly snaking its way across the country and was obviously advertised
as a great benefit to evening performances of all kinds.
In the third week of October 1902 Martin’s Rough Riders performed at Maryborough
where the proprietor: … on the horizontal bar gave an exceedingly clever performance,
which was alone worth the price of admittance. Also, Dargan was very fit … The
marvellous performance of Dargan’s grey [sic] will not soon be forgotten by those who
witnessed it.
Records of Martini’s Buckjumping Show are difficult to find over the next few months,
but they had been slowly moving northwards performing at places along the way,
finally passing through the large gates into Parramatta Park at the Cairns showgrounds.
Throughout their travels Martini’s Buckjumpers would perform for one evening, or
more as they passed through towns and small settlements, should the patronage be
there, providing there was no deadline for approaching commitments.
They had arrived for Cairns’ annual show festivities and here they were joined by a
small family group of show people consisting of Harry and Ada Seymour and their
children. The Seymours had a great passion to eventually own a large circus, but after
many miles and colourful and demanding experiences it was not to be.8
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Morant had been executed by the British in South Africa earlier in the year on 27 February.
Fred Lord in his book Little Big Top tells of the Seymour’s journey and exploits as told by Ada.
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Martini asked the Seymours to join their group at the Cairns show, which they did.
Apparently they retained their individuality while performing with Martini’s
Buckjumping Show and were to stay with the group for many miles to the top of
Queensland and back again to Cairns. Ada said that Mart, as she called Martini, was
doing very well and making good money and could pay well. Like most others, the
Seymours spoke highly of Martini.
It was now mid 1903. Between 700 and 800 people attended the opening at Cairns of
Martini’s show which received an astonishing reception. The Morning Post claimed that
Martini’s performance on the bars: gave an exceedingly clever performance which was
alone worth the price of admission.’
The only other familiar name mentioned is that of Miss Mena Val who gave a clever
slack wire walking act and a trick cycling performance. It appears some Aboriginal
roughriders turned up to try and master Martini’s buckjumpers. A native tracker,
coincidently named Seymour, was unsuccessful in his first endeavour, but succeeded in
riding a Mr Black’s horse and was awarded 10 shillings by Martini for his performances.
Another Indigenous ringer by the name of Jasper had difficulty in attempting to get on
an outlaw and created much amusement for the audience. Dargan’s Grey gave an
unforgettable
performance and showed the conscientious Seymour who was the master: Unless one
witnessed the old grey buck, it would hardly be believed that any horse could tie himself in
so many knots in so short a time.

Down to here – part 1
Enter Billy Waite, the Great Horseman
This night we hear for the first time of a man who was to gain legendary status in the
world of rough riding. An Aboriginal man from the Longreach area, Billy Waite, with
Martini’s assistance, was to become one of the most popular buckjump riders in his
time. A well-built and handsome man, with marvellous riding ability and showmanship,
he was to become a favourite with the thousands who would see him performing
around the country and overseas.
On Martin’s Roughriders9 last night in Cairns, or so the advertisement
stated, Dargan’s Grey proved to be a ‘rough un’, throwing Waite and a local
man. The Morning Post said that: the little pony outlaw is wonderfully fast
at disposing of his mounts.
The show did other performances around Cairns, but probably at another venue rather
than where the annual show was held. At one event a Mr E. C. Earl attempted to ride
Dargan’s Grey for a wager and actually remained in the saddle for one circuit of the ring
before the inevitable occurred.
The press announced that Martini’s show would be leaving for Port Douglas and
Mossman on Wednesday 17 June 1903. Several days before their northward journey
Martini’s group joined a group of about 600 people and attend an unveiling ceremony
for a Dr Koch, a late resident of Cairns. Martini and his troupe would often attend such
social functions. No doubt it would help his good name and, of course, his business.
The paddle steamship Lass o’ Gowrie sailed out from Cairns on the 17th with Martini’s
Rough Riders aboard. Press reports are now less frequent until an advertisement in the
Cairns Morning Post of 3 July says that Martin’s Rough Riders will open in Mareeba: Go
and see the great Outlaw, Dargan’s Grey, and other amusement – on 7th July.
9

Roughriders were sometimes referred to as ‘sticking plasters’.
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It appears their venture to Port Douglas and environs was a limited one and they
returned to the vicinity of Cairns and visited the Atherton Tableland.
The entertainers travelled through Charters Towers - where they amused the locals
with their various talents - then worked their way to Croydon a gold town in the
savannah country 529 km west of Cairns. One can assume that the group had a
successful season there with the large population of miners and associated businesses
supporting their endeavours. It was late September 1903 and four months were to pass
before they again received mention in the press.
This was the occasion when they make their way to the Gulf Country town of
Normanton, which takes its name from William Norman who manned a ship in the
search for the ill-feted explorers Burke and Wills some forty years earlier. In
Normanton there was a large population of First Australians in the earlier days before
they were removed to reserves such as Doomagee and Mornington Island. However, the
Aboriginals were still around in good numbers when Martini passed through. The
Indigenous people have always been passionate rough riding participants and
audiences, so we can assume that Martini would have done well in Normanton and
similar areas. The Aboriginals were always enthusiastic to try their luck in riding the
buckjumpers.
With temperatures in the mid 30s and very dry conditions, there would have been
minimum feed for the animals as they made their way through the colourful, dusty and
sundrenched landscape.
From the Port of Normanton we can safely assume that Martini and retinue
accompanied their animals and wagons on a ship to Thursday Island. The next time we
hear of them is at the lower Gulf Country town of Cloncurry where they opened 16 April
1904. It is obvious the travellers returned from Thursday Island to Normanton, which is
about 380 km north of Cloncurry.
Martin’s New Outstanding Bucker.
It is in Cloncurry in late April that we first hear of a horse that will be as famous as
Dargan’s Grey. No name is given for this buckjumper at this stage, but it is mentioned in
this line from The Evening Telegraph (Charters Towers): An outlaw from Bryamine10
threw Waite. No local man tried Dargan’s Grey.
Playing to a large audience on 3 May a W. Allen, in attempting to ride a horse called
Kruger, was thrown and trampled on, causing injuries. Dargan’s Grey threw a man by
the name of Campbell twice and another, a H. Parker, once.
In early June the North Queensland Register (Townsville) reported that the
buckjumping show would open in Richmond where there would be ample opportunity:
… for the local riders to show their adhesive powers in the pigskin.
A few days later the same paper showed a photo of a Martini tandem mule team
harnessed to a small miniature trap with a driver aboard.

10

Bryamine station.
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Martini’s mules harnessed to a miniature trap. Note Martini’s
name printed on the side of the trap.

An advertisement showing the famous buckjumper Dargan’s Grey,
looking in poor condition, but still very capable of emptying the saddle.
While displaying a photo of the crowd-drawing Dargan’s Grey in the above
advertisement, a sketch of a rough rider astride a wild buckjumper was also included.
From now on many of the press articles were mere copies of the text from these
advertisements. The entrepreneurial showman had also discovered the telegraph wire,
to be known as the telegram, and he notified the Charters Towers’ press to inform them
of the buckjumping show to open in their town at the Cremorne Gardens on Wednesday
22 June. Readers were assured that the old grey is still unconquered and:
… there is still the £100 challenge to anyone who can sit him.
The show had also picked up a small Spanish horse known as a jennet, which is a
notorious bucker.
At one of the exhibitions in the Cremorne Gardens, Dargan’s Grey threw an Aboriginal
by the name of Jack Collins in 18 seconds and also threw Waite very heavily. The ad
shows, that there were several other attractions for the audiences. There was also
SPECIAL SEATING ACCOMMODATION FOR LADIES
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In Richmond Frank Armstrong from St George was on Dargan’s Gray for only one-and-ahalf seconds and was in the local hospital for ten days. The bucker Bryamine had still
not been dubbed the name he will be known for until this day. The show played in
Richmond for most of July and provided the only entertainment for the otherwise
miserably dull town. The township of Richmond soon emptied when the shearing began
and all the men left for the stations for the mustering and shearing.
Early August in Winton saw Martini’s Rough Riders playing to good houses after which
they moved on to the Muttaburra races. They were there at Longreach when the races
took place there on the 23 and 24 August. Travelling shows always attempted to attend
the various functions such as annual shows, exhibitions and horse-races as the usually
quiet townships would become heavily populated with the men, women and children
streaming in from the stations, mines and missions to join in and contribute to the
infrequent entertaining diversions. Waite rode all the rough horses in Longreach, and
the local reporter penned:
Waite is a magnificent horseman. Good as he is Dargan is his master.
Barcaldine to Stanthorpe
Martini and his entourage arrived at Barcaldine for the races. Dargan was as successful
as ever and the Western Champion (Barcaldine) had this to say:
Martini, who was with Fillis' and other big circuses, gave splendid
exhibitions on the horizontal bars; he is a champion in his line-indeed, he
does his work remark ably well, and performs several blood-curdling act[s].
They next performed at Blackall, then Tambo and Charleville, working southward. It
was at Charleville that Aboriginal Black Alick from Boonah said after being thrown from
Dargan’s Grey: Dat feller, him budgeree Yarraman11. It is now mid September 1904.
Roma – Toowoomba – Dargan’s Grey Injury
From Charleville they head due east and performed at Roma on 4 September. Almost
everywhere, they were received with moving accolades in which the various
performances were often detailed, Martini’s remarkable feats on the bars, Miss Mena
Val’s tight-wire walking and other talents of hers, Billy Waite’s spectacular
horsemanship, the members of the group who may be singing, playing musical
instruments, dancing or stunt riding and, of course, the youngsters that continually
provide much amusement in their attempts to ride the mule and donkeys, and the
serious buckjumpers, particularly the old grey.
There was an ad in the Darling Downs Gazette in December that was the first of its kind.
Martini now includes in his ads: Two years and six months Touring Queensland, and now
Returning from the Gulf.
Of course the ‘Two years and six months,’ would have to be adjusted as time passed.
They reached Toowoomba by late December and enjoyed a large audience on the 24th
but held no performance on the evening of the 28th so as to give the horses a rest.
Martini also donated 5/- (five shillings) to the local ambulance brigade. It was in
Toowoomba that Dargan’s Grey, the famous buckjumper that drew large crowds
wherever he travelled, received a serious injury. The papers said Dargan’s Grey could
not perform as he had wrenched his fetlock in a contest in Toowoomba. They added: the
20 years old Dargan’s Grey has thrown all riders who mounted him, except for three
exceptions. One of his masters was the ill-feted Harry Morant (the Breaker).
The age of the famous buckjumper varies from time to time.
11

Good horse. Budgeree meaning good and Yarraman horse.
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Stanthorpe Down the NSW Coast to Parramatta
They showed at Stanthorpe, Tenterfield then onto Bangalow for the nights of 21 and 22
March 1905. A detailed ad in the Northern Star of Lismore mentioned that:
12 Champion Buck-jumpers Ridden each Night, including Bobs. £10
challenge to All Comers. Martini is prepared to back BOBS to throw any
rider in Australia, in poley saddle in less than five minutes.
Growing in fame the Bryamine buckjumper now had the name of Bobs. Bad weather
ensured that the two nights organised for performances in Lismore did not occur.
Eventually a total of 2 300 persons pay to see The best and most novel show ever seen in
Lismore, over two nights on 11 and 12 of April. They then excite crowds over several
nights at Casino where several local riders fancy riding Bobs. However they had barely
sat in the saddle when they were launched into space. Martini wired from Casino to a
Toowoomba friend telling him that Bobs threw Sydney’s Champion, Prendergast, on the
third buck.
On their way south to Grafton they did shows at South Woodburn and McLean.
The unfavourable conditions continued and the Grafton Show and Martini’s
buckjumping show and picnic were postponed. However, when they finally opened on
Saturday 8 April on the Grafton Market Reserve, they, as usual, played to an
appreciative audience. Of Martini, the Northern Star had this to say: Mr. Martini gives a
performance on the horizontal bars, which the bills correctly describe as "marvellous." He
throws somersaults forward and backward from bar to bar, and the manner in which he
spins round the bars at arm’s length, like a wheel and suddenly releasing his hold springs
to vertical position, poising himself erect on the bar, must be seen to be believed. He did
not make a single miss, and on the horizontal bars we never saw his superior, …
A local rider by the name of McPherson was thrown clear of Bobs on the third buck. Bad
weather again prevents their reopening at Grafton until Wednesday 3 May. It is here
that we get a description of the exhibition area in which they performed. It was
described as a large roofless, canvas enclosure. (The standard travelling show rings of
the time were 42 feet12 diameter.) It would be interesting to learn how long and wide,
or total diameter, it was. The buckers Kruger, Ned Kelly and the Ringer were still
performing well, but were not the drawcards that Bobs was. A contestant, McRae, from
Glen Innes volunteered to ride Bobs and for a little while his ability looked promising:
… but "Bobs" swerved suddenly round at the edge of the ring, plunged head down into the
middle of it, and unseated his rider, who got into a Tod Sloan13 style …
McRae had stuck to Bobs for 25 lively seconds, for which Martini rewarded him £1 for
his agility. Of course the usual names are present: Billy Waites, Mena Val, who: …does
some clever aerial wire walking and trick bicycling. Martini also promises to give a benefit
to the Grafton Hospital before leaving the district.
The entourage then performed at Ulmarra, McLean and Harwood (Monday 15 May),
Brushgrove, Lawrence then a return to Grafton for a performance on the 20th, ensuring
Bobs and Billy Waite received a good coverage in the local The Grafton Argus said: The
feature of Saturday night's show was the- mounting of "Bobs" by Waite. This champion
horseman, while the horse was rearing, took a flying leap, fully six feet, in the air, and
landed on the horse's back. Though assisted in the spring by his hold on the horse's head. It
was a splendid feat. He then sat on the horse without the use of stirrup-irons through a
number of bucks, at last coming off over the horse's head.
Approximately 13 metres.
Tod Sloan was an American racing jockey of the day whose style would certainly not have suited
buckjumping.
12
13
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Following this show Martini donated the previously mentioned benefit to the local
hospital before heading off to Bellingen to perform, where Mr J Martini was the MC for
the Race Ball. They then moved down to Kempsey, performing there, then at Wauchope,
Kew, Coopernook, Taree and Wingham, where Billy Waite rode Bobs till, something had
to go, which was the girth! The audience was greatly amused by the juveniles attempting
to ride Midget, the Shetland pony. As usual Miss Mena Val received enthusiastic
applause for her slack wire walking and trick bicycle acts, and Nugget the clown was
also very popular.
For at least one night in Taree, Martini permitted local roughriders to ride in saddles
with 4-inch kneepads. When the horses became weary the use of a loin rope was often
used to ensure they bucked. Other than buckjumping, wire walking, clever cycling,
clown comedy, children trying to ride mules and small horses, the bar work of Martini,
musicians and dancing were also prominent acts. Travelling with them was a Joe
Menadue who was described on the handbills as the champion cornet soloist of
Queensland.
Three Hours of Fun is what the Martini show advertises for the nights at Taree. A lady
roughrider by the name of Stoken from that town attempted to ride The Ringer in a
man’s saddle and gave a wonderful performance before she was eventually thrown.
Undaunted she was given another horse to ride and could not be shifted from the
saddle. She was given a challenge to ride again at Wingham. (Wingham is only 13 km
from Taree, but the show played at both places over several nights.)
Martini was always on the lookout for good buckjumpers and frequently advertised for
them, as well as good horses for the season, sometimes for only the evening, from the
local areas they were passing through. That is, of course, how he got Bobs.
They journeyed on through Gloucester, Krambach, Nabiac, Dungog, Clarence Town,
Seaham, Raymond Terrace, arriving at Maitland on Thursday 27 July.
The local paper said of the opening night that the greatest interest of the evening would
be: … an encounter between the Queensland equine terror Bobs and a local man by the
name of Curly.
Unfortunately Curly sat on Bobs for less than a minute, so did not receive the £10
offered by Martini to ride the outlaw for two minutes. Some local Maitland horses gave
Billy Waite and Jack Combo a very lively time of it, and Billy Waite received an injured
leg caused by a loose stirrup-iron swinging. As usual locals aspiring to be recognised for
their horsemanship were not in short supply. In colourful coverage of their attempts the
local newspaper reported: … the equine catapults propelling the foolhardy equestrians to
strange flights through air.
The usual glowing tributes were showered on Mena Val and he who is without rival on the
bar. On the Saturday evening performance Martini handed over half the takings of the
evening to the treasurer of the Maitland Hospital.
In August the intrepid retinue and their menagerie entertained the populace of Minmi,
West Wallsend and headed towards Newcastle where they commenced their suburban
tour, with the dates given as 1, 2 and 4 of September, to be played next to Marcus Clark
& Co in Hunter Street. For the first time advertisements appeared showing that the
troupe had added a new performance to their show, which they called Fun in the
Stockyard. This apparently provided particular entertainment for the children and early
teenagers involving the attempted riding of ponies, donkeys and possibly calves.
Understandably, the clown would be involved with these and similar activities. There
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was, of course, entertainment for all persons of most ages in attendance. The Fun in the
Stockyard feature was to prove very popular and was later copied by other travelling
buckjump shows.
By now their advertisements included the statement: Two Years and eight months
Touring Queensland, and now returning from the Gulf.
They also advertised that they had twenty-two buckjumpers and:
BUCKING HORSES, PONIES, MULES, JENNETS, DONKEYS AND ASSES
RIDDEN AT EACH EXHIBITION.

Bad weather, their constant threat, disrupted the Newcastle performances, but the
group had a good season in the Hunter region. The famed outlaws Ned Kelly and Kruger
were still attracting the numbers, but Bobs was still the main drawcard.
Martini was true to his statement of always assisting charitable institutions where he
could and one evening he donated a third of the takings to the Newcastle City Band
Contest Fund. He later assisted them by working alongside the band when they were
challenging other bands. The band reciprocated and performed for the buckjumping
show on at least one occasion.
As usual the show was a huge success on Saturday 23 September, but Martini was
unable to perform because of an unexplained imposition.
On the evening of 2 October Martini gave a Mr Cook, the vice-president of the Wallsend
Hospital, a donation of £4.16s, one third of the evening’s takings, for the hospital.
When next we hear of Martini and his travelling show they were to perform at
Parramatta on Saturday 2 December, that an eight-hands high pony known as the
Midget, was the smallest buckjumper in Australia, and that Mr Menadue, the
Queensland champion cornet player, will be playing solos during the evening and that
he would also play the gum leaf. The Cumberland Argus said: Local horsemen will have
another opportunity to pick up £10 tonight at Martini’s buckjumping exhibition, at George
Street, Parramatta. It is only a matter of sitting on “Bobs” for a few seconds.
The Lithgow Mercury named the usual varieties of performing animals, how long the
show has been on the road, then interestingly informed the readers that the performing
enclosure was of canvas, which is 14 feet (4.3 m) high and 240 square feet (22.3 square
metres). The show was to be in Lithgow on 2 December the 4 December. They have
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concluded five nights at Penrith and would soon arrive at Katoomba, then Mt Victoria
for performances before arriving in Lithgow.
After all that coverage it appears that the show never reached Lithgow and stayed or
returned to Parramatta, where they commenced one of several nights on 2 December,
the day they were to open at Lithgow.
It appears that Martini had formed a better idea than heading over the Blue Mountains.
He made a decision that would make him even better known, would enhance his
earnings and would offer the show a welcome reprieve from always moving along the
road. Martini’s Buckjumpers would become a household name, which would pack the
venues with eager spectators and those attempting to earn a name in the faculty of
roughriding. One performance at this Sydney venue would be the most advertised and
best attended of Martini’s career. This was to be the match between Australia’s most
famed roughrider, Lance Skuthorpe, and the notorious outlaw from Bryamine station in
North Queensland with the brand ST4, the seemingly unrideable Bobs.
Martini’s Buckjumping Show was to spend over 22 weeks in the centre of the city of
Sydney, from Thursday 21 December until closing night, with the Monster Farewell
Programme on 19 May 1906. The area was adjacent to the Christ Church School
grounds in Pitt Street, opposite the entrance of the new railway station, which was to be
known as Central Station. The old Sydney heritage-listed Anglican church of Christ
Church St Lawrence, with its dominant spire, was consecrated in 1845 and still stands
today between Pitt and George streets.
On Wednesday the 13th December the Referee published: The Byrimine [sic] Station (Q.)
Buckjumper, with Martini's Buckjumping Show. Martini will back Bobs for £100 to throw
any rider in Australia in less than five minutes and has deposited £25 at "Referee' Office"
to bind a match. Martini is prepared also to back one of his Queensland horsemen to ride
any other horse under same conditions. Full particulars at Exhibitions, given nightly, at
Christchurch [sic] School Grounds Pitt Street, opposite the entrance to New Railway
Station, commencing THURSDAY NIGHT, 21st DECEMBER.
The following telegram was received at the Referee Wednesday 7 December: I will back
Prof. L. A. Skuthorpe to ride Martini's buckjumper Bobs for any part of £100; Skuthorpe to
ride in his own small stock saddle. - Sam Evans, owner Durendo Station, Q.
Martini replied that he would accept the wager under the condition that the knee pads
would not exceed three inches, to which Evans wired back that the pads of Skuthorpe’s
saddle measure three and a half inches on the inside of the pads and four and a half on
the outside. When the night of the challenged finally eventuated in March the choice of
saddle developed into a major disagreement.
Meanwhile Sydney newspapers were building up the excitement of the coming event
with releases of items of interest which explained to the readers that there would be
electric light illuminating the tent and that seating was to be provided by George
Hudson and Son.
On 22 December, the day after the opening night, an advertisement appeared saying
that the event was a genuine Australian exhibition, that it had been packed to the doors
and that there would be fresh horses and horsemen for tonight’s show. If a rider could
sit on Bobs for five minutes they would receive £100, or £2 for two minutes. Good
seating was supplied for three shillings, two shillings and 1 shilling.
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On 9 January 1906 Martini’s advertisement in the Sydney Morning Herald gave many
names of the unfortunate riders who had been thrown from Bobs in New South Wales
and: 6 of Queensland’s Best Horsemen.
Later in the month the almost forgotten Dargan received a mention in the press. Martini
has obviously decided that the grey would never be able to perform as the great
buckjumper he once was, but that he could display him and cash in on his reputation.
The Parramatta newspaper, the Cumberland Argus of Saturday 20 January, quotes Billy
Waite speaking of why Bobs is such a difficult horse to ride: He isn't like any other horse
I ever rode. It isn't the come-back or the rolling buck, or the way he jerks one way with his
hindquarters, but everything together. And he has such a lift he rises like a jumper; it's like
riding a springboard. And he comes down with his legs like solid bars … Waite adds: It's
heart a rider wants and head as well. If I ride it's because I'm not frightened of a horse. I'll
hop on anything, and if it throws me I don't care. Because I've been riding all my life.
And, in the unenlightened lexicon of the day, the reporter said: Billy is a halfblood, a jolly tall chap, with a 14-inch chest, splendid thighs and calf muscles. He
then spoke of his fine jaw and chin.
The Sydney press continued to acclaim Martini’s performances and performers. Miss
Vera Rae was mentioned for abilities on the bicycle and wire-walking and Ernie Vantell
is a champion on the triple bars. Waite continues to receive multitudes of flattering
tributes:
no finer or more graceful horseman ever sat in the pigskin’ as does Bobs.
Bobs was also described as: an equine earthquake and a snorting Bucephalus.
Martini was still performing well: Martini himself contributes a remarkable cleanlimbed and able performance on the horizontal bars.
SYDNEY
BUCKJUMPING
Pitt street, opp entrance to New Railway Station
TO NIGHT AND EVERY EVENING
MARTINIS BUCKJUMPING SHOW.
10th Week in Sydney
HUNDREDS TURNED AWAY ON SATURDAY NIGHT
SEVERAL EXCITING CONTESTS TO NIGHT,
WEDNESDAY NIGHT, FEB 14
Jack Pendergast, the NSW Champion, v Bobs
FRIDAY NIGHT, Feb. 16.
Full Benefit to Sydney Hospital Martini will pay
all expenses
DON'T MISS THE FUN TO NIGHT
Electric Light. Good Seating. Prices 3s 2s 1s
This advertisement from the Sydney Morning Herald on 13 February, and similar ones
in other papers, brought comments because of the bottom line, which advised there is
good seating at Martini’s shows. Light-hearted remarks claimed that those unsuccessful
riders – the band aids – would certainly not have good seating!
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A man by the name of Jigger Lavell travelled from Melbourne to ride the outlaw Bobs.
He rode Bobs for about 3 seconds and then gave: … a neat, though voluntary exhibition of
tumbling on the sawdust thoughtfully provided by the management.
Two nights later Lavell’s second attempt was thwarted because of Bobs having a slight
accident. A few nights later, following Bobs recuperation, the ever-hopeful Lavell was
ejected from the saddle in seven seconds.
A few days later Skuthorpe announced that he was now in Sydney and would stage his
buckjumping exhibition at the Haymarket Hippodrome on 24 March. Among the events
there was to be a riding contest for £100 and a prize of £20 for the best buckjumper.
Meanwhile Martini’s Buckjumping Show continued to attract lots of flattering
comments such as the statement saying that the show had been in Sydney for twelve
weeks and was as strong as ever and always crowded:
Bobs maintains his prestige. No one has been able to sit him yet.
On 3 March there was a riding contest between Pendergast and Lavell, and O’Donnell
from the Abercrombie River would attempt to ride Bobs. For the first time a performer
called Saltbush Bill, the Whip King, from Victoria’s Gippsland, joined the show and was
to give exhibitions in the cracking of a variety of whips, including stockwhips and at
least one bullock whip of 55 feet (16.8 m) in length. Later there would be a court case
between Martini and Saltbush Bill regarding the ownership of this extraordinary whip.
Skuthorpe Accepts the Challenge
Probably the biggest and most well attended performance of Martini’s Buckjumping
Show was on 16 March when the so-called Professor Skuthorpe accepted Martini’s £100
challenge to ride the notorious Bobs. Part of the agreement was a challenge between
Waite and Skuthorpe. Both were to ride three horses each, Waite’s horses to be supplied
by Skuthorpe and Skuthorpe’s to be from Martini’s mob, one of which was to be Bobs.
Unfortunately the proprietor of the show and Skuthorpe had not settled on the details
of the event before the historic ride began. Most of the evening was taken up by a lack of
agreement on the saddle Skuthorpe could use. Martini would not accept Skuthorpe’s
own saddle as he claimed that the kneepads of the saddle were lined with steel and over
the limit. While Martini informed the audience with his megaphone of these problems
the spectators took sides. Some believed that the challenger was handicapped and
others believed that Waite was handicapped because of the light, non-padded saddle he
would be using. The crowd was getting more restless as the argument progressed,
eventually subsiding to some degree when Skuthorpe asked if there was a saddler
present. A saddler emerged from the audience and he, Skuthorpe and one of Martini’s
men caught a hansom cab to a saddlery in George Street, returning with one that had
been made by a Bondi saddler. According to author Jack Pollard, Skuthorpe retuned
with the approved saddle, sat the cabbie two seats away from the Governor, Sir Henry
Rawson, and entered the ring wearing the cabbie’s cap to the delight of the audience.
The light heartedness of the crowd was only temporary, as they soon resumed their
anger as the time was getting late and most would miss their last transport home. A
couple got into the ring with violent intentions but were quickly ejected by Martini’s
men.
Eventually Waite entered the ring in his usual flamboyant manner, vaulting over the top
sliprail. Of Waite, Sydney’s Evening News commented: Waite, at 23 and about 13 stone
[about 83 kilos], is in the heyday of his life, and as active as a panther, a gift he is never
disposed to hide under a bushel as he distains to crawl through the sliprails and jumps
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from the ground into the saddle on a bucking horse. He is as clever as a fox terrier, a firstclass horseman.
Waite rode the three horses that Skuthorpe had selected for the competition. The only
trouble with the first horse, a yellow bay, was that it was touchy around the head as
Jigger Lavell had trouble bridling the horse. Drawing on all the tactics of his experience
Waite could not get the horse to buck and the second prad was little better. The third
horse gave Waite troubles and provided the audience with some welcome excitement.
Then it was Skuthorpe’s turn, the famed rider who was renowned for his agility and
balance in the pigskin was attempting to add to his already illustrious career. Yet again
there was disagreement, this time Martini didn’t approve of Dick Skuthorpe, Lance’s
younger brother, saddling the outlaw. This difference was soon settled and Bobs, the
outlaw from Bryamine, was led into the ring.
The following complete text from the Referee of Wednesday March 21, (using incorrect
spelling for the contestant’s name, as it was often spelt,) describes the event:
MARTINI'S BUCKJUMPING
SHOW.
On Saturday evening there was great excitement over a contest in the
riding of buckjumpers between Professor Skuthorp, a Queensland
champion of the pigskin, and Billy Waite the clever rough-rider attached to
Martini's show, which has been running to good business for some weeks at
Christ Church school grounds, opposite the new railway station entrance. It
was a special draw, and the public gathered in force to see the contest. All
the benches were full, and the crowd expected something lively. After a lot
of preliminary wrangling between the principals, Martini and Skuthorp,
over the dimensions of Skuthorp's saddle, and much waste of time, Martini
eventually waived the point. Waite rode in his usual saddle of an ordinary
hunting pattern, whilst Skuthorp's was a light variety of the ordinary
buckjumper's saddle. Waite rode three horses supplied by his opponent.
They were each varminty and wicked in their ways. It took a long time to
saddle and bridle them. Then they were found very ordinary actors in the
bucking line. Billy Waite put them through in quite a comfortable manner,
one after the other, and received an ovation. Then Bobs was produced, and
Skuthorp duly got seated. The champion outlaw gave one of his finest
performances, with varieties of high, twist and side screwing, but Professor
Skuthorp never even lost a rather finished style of seat, and never looked
like being shifted at any part of the bout. When Bobs was tired he
dismounted amid uproarious applause. He declined to ride the other two
horses, and allowed Waite to claim the wager, depending on the verdict of
three judges as to which was the best horseman. He said all he wanted to do
was to ride Bobs, whilst Martini again made the claim that no man could
ride his champion in a fair hunting saddle. It was an exciting show, marred
only by long-winded delay over the terms mentioned.
To-night there is to be a novel contest between Captain Reynolds and
Curley Jarvis on bucking mules.
It was almost 11.30 pm when the spectators emptied the crowded arena where
the vanquished Bobs finally met his conqueror. One wonders how many had
missed the last train, tram or ferry.
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The two greatest of Australian buckjumpers, Skuthorpe and Waite, obviously shared a
deep respect for each other; a mutual admiration that would last. It was apparent that
Martini and Skuthorpe did not share the same friendliness, though the future would still
see them combine for other events.
By April Martini had been filling seats at the Christ Church venue for five months. Bobs
was still attracting would-be riders, despite having been mastered by Professor
Skuthorpe, whose fame had increased even further. Waites remained the star of the
show.
Before his ATTRACTIVE EASTER PROGRAMME Martini introduced an amateur
buckjumping competition, and began exhibiting the now crippled, but legendary,
Dargan’s Grey, to reverent audiences, and reported that 17 boys were thrown from one
pony one evening.
Martini was advertising widely for the coming Easter (Good Friday was on 13 April),
including the news that Dargin’s Grey would be trucked by train down from
Toowoomba along with a grey Arab buckjumper from the same area in Queensland.
Tom O’Sullivan would be supplying three outlaws from the Kangaroo Valley.
Easter proved to be another huge triumph for Martini and the shows could not provide
enough seating. It was stated that it was doubtful if any Easter Saturday held a better
record for attendance and success.
Later in April it was advertised that a Miss Farrington, of Adelong, would be riding
outlaws at Martin’s Buckjumping Show. Before that event a young lad by the name of
Edward Hill, of Pyrmont, received concussion when a pony threw him to the ground. He
was taken to the Sydney Hospital for treatment, but seems to have survived the injury
as there was no follow up by the press.
Mrs Farrington performed in late April and: … gave an excellent display of riding on
Kruger. Bobs, as usual was supreme among the outlaws and threw all comers.
Astonishingly, Miss Farrington rode in a side-saddle. She featured many nights with
Martini’s show, along with such renowned riders as the Dempsey brothers, Waite and
Jack Prendergast. All in all, it was, as one correspondent noted: Martin’s Buckjumping
show is bucking along successfully.
Farewell Sydney Town
It is a fact of life that nothing stays the same, and so it was with Martini’s convenient and
profitable venue. With the continuing alterations to the area around the new Central
Station, Rawson Place (a continuation of Eddy Avenue) was to be opened up.
Martini’s advertisement in the pages of The Australian Star of Wednesday 6 May 1906
read:
BUCKJUMPING.
MONSTER FAREWELL PROGRAMME
LAST NIGHTS
MARTINI'S BUCKJUMPING SHOW.
22 Consecutive Weeks In Sydney. 22
A Record Reign.
Season TO CONCLUDE SATURDAY, 19th.
owing to Government requiring the Grounds
to open up Rawson-place. LAST NIGHTS
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(weather permitting). LAST NIGHTS.
Box Plan at M. H. Lazarus, Tobacconist,
Market-street. Prices, 3s, 2s, 1s.
Before Martini’s Buckjumpers left their five-and-a-half-month idyllic venue, they
continued providing top quality entertainment for their patrons. The Wednesday night
of 12 May saw a military contest of thirteen men compete to be the best rider in their
group. All of these aspirants were thrown, but a Gunner Thompson won the contest. A
special £5 amateur competition using stock saddles began on the same evening.
As would be expected, a large crowd attended the Monster Farewell Programme where
a Mr Lazarus, on behalf of the staff and patrons, presented Martini with an impressive
inscribed diamond medal as a token of esteem. Everyone’s favourite, the gifted Billy
Waite, was presented with a gold medal for defeating Lance Skuthorpe for the
Australian championship and was backed to the value of £200 against any rider in
Australia. The Dempsey brothers were each given a silver mounted riding whip for their
spectacular exhibitions of riding. An advertisement in Sydney’s Referee stated that the
horses would be rested now for some time and that the show would then travel through
New South Wales and Victoria with their popular acts. This advertisement concluded
with the statement: Positively no connection with any other show. This announcement
was the first in many to accompany Martini’s advertisements as deceitful competitors
were claiming they had the horses and riders with the same names as Martini. Because
of Bobs’ fame, Martini would soon be including the horse’s brand in such public notices.

The popular buckjump champion Billy Waite.
On the Road Again
Enjoying a rest for over two months Martini’s show was back in action in early August
1906, performing for two nights at Penrith, then onto Lithgow and Bathurst, the two
places he had to abandon when he learnt of the Christ Church site in Sydney. Martini
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had learnt the advantage of advertising and kept the press, particularly the Referee,
informed of his movements by wire well before the event. Now the show was
advertising that they had 500ft of new canvas for their enclosure, also:
… champion Bobs and the original Dargin’s Grey, and Salt Bush Bill, the Whip King
with Henderson’s Monster Whip, 55ft long, and 40 smaller ones!
The popular Fun in a Stockyard was still advertised, as was the usual:
Bucking Horses, Mules, Ponies, Donkeys, Asses and Jennets.
While not defining the differences between a donkey and an ass.
Advertisements now had J. Martini as sole proprietor and Harry Kennedy as
representative. Kennedy would travel ahead of the show spreading the good word,
organising venues, and advertising the event. Local riders and horses would also be
sought from local sources for the exhibitions.
News items and advertisements for the show appeared along the way: viz. Bathurst’s
National Advocate (8 August), the Leader of Orange (28 August), Molong’s Argus (7
September) and the Wellington Times. Bad weather prevented one evening
performance at Orange. Milthorpe had a short season at Blackmore’s Hotel and the
show appeared for one night at Cumnock.
In mid-September the Molong Argus, in its report of Martini’s Buckjumpers of the
previous night (13 September), commenced the article with a doggerel rhyme:
The Molong Argus gave a lengthy article giving a detailed account of the evening’s
activities in Molong, mentioning Billy Waite’s and the Dempsey brothers’ splendid
exhibition of horsemanship, numerous lads being thrown by the ponies Midget and
Bulls Wool, concluding with: 'Bobs' was the last item on the programme and proved a
particularly lively one at that. Mr Martini offered a £10 prize to anyone who kept his seat
for a whole minute; Mr Sinclair held the coin, Mr Cecil Smith the stop watch, Mr A. D.
Millar acted as judge, and a Mr Wilcox (of Oberon) essayed the task of appropriating the
prize. ' Bobs' wasn't long getting to business, with the result that Mr Wilcox and he
dissolved partnership within the brief space of six seconds. However, the Oberon horseman
was complimented by Mr Martini on the attempt he had made, and the audience clapped
him to an echo. Another feature of the show is a first-class exhibition of whip-cracking by
Salt Bush Bill. His collection of whips ranges from the ordinary 12ft stock-whip to
Henderson's monster stock-whip (55ft long and weighing I5lbs.) Saltbush Bill cracks this
boomer with one hand, and can make the smaller ones crack and cut to perfection. He's
worth seeing is Salt Bush Bill, [he] is a distinct feature of a real good show.
Another item in the newspaper stated that the father of the riders J. and A. Dempsey,
had been a resident in the Molong and Orange districts for many years. Of course the
famous, but now debilitated Dargan’s Grey, was, as usual, paraded before the audience.
Bobs Conquered – Rider Injured
One evening a fortunate Molong audience witnessed the riding of Bobs by Billy Waite
who, with no one else wishing to try their luck or ability, sprang from the ground into
the saddle and rode without stirrups. It was an experience that would become folklore
by those who witnessed the event.
The show continued on exhibiting in Bodangora, Geurie (in the paddock behind the
Perseverance Hotel), - a James Nugent broke a wrist while attempting to ride the pony
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Bulls Wool; a season at Dubbo, then a cancellation at Trangie because of inclement
weather.
The Peak Hill Express mentioned that Bobs was insured for £800 and the Molong Argus
mentioned that Dargin’s Grey was 23 years old and that the accident to his fetlock at
Toowoomba resulted in a lump ‘as big as a pumpkin’. The Sydney-based Referee placed
an advertisement on 11October, which stated Bob’s brand in a bid to thwart fraudulent
activities involving horses similar to the champion.
MARTINI'S BUCK-JUMPING SHOW,
after a sensational season of 22 weeks in Sydney,
is now touring N.S.W. with 60 Buck-jumpers, 12
Wagons, and 500 square feet of canvas. and will
shortly visit Parkes, Forbes, Cowra, Young, &c.
POSITIVELY NO CONNECTION WITH ANY
OTHER SHOW.
TO THE PUBLIC — 'BOBS,' the Champion
Buck-jumper, is a bay gelding, branded ST4 on
the off shoulder. - Beware of Imitations.
Peak Hill to Albury
As usual they continued on presenting the show at many small villages and at larger
towns such as Peak Hill, Parkes, Cootamundra (in Smith’s paddock); at Gundagai it was
estimated that 800 persons were present one evening, many being turned away at the
door. Some had travelled 30 or 40 miles solely for the purpose. Another night was
cancelled because of rain, so it was often boom and bust for the show people. ‘Make hay
while the sun shines”’ was an adage not exclusively intended for farmers.
The week following the Gundagai appearance the show performed near the Orient Hotel
in Tumut. They played for two nights in Mr J Ball’s paddock in Wagga Wagga, where 1
500 people paid for admission on the Saturday night 1 December. The Wagga Wagga
Advertiser claimed that Martini’s Buckjumping Show was the most Genuine Exhibition
ever seen in Wagga Wagga.
The show opened for short season at Albury on December 22 where it was: … hailed as
absolutely the best of its-kind ever opened to a keenly critical Australian public. It is purely
an Australian show — owned by an Australian and whose riders are principally composed
of representatives of the original descendants of the soil. The distinctive feature about it is,
its freedom from humbug and pretence. There is no bluff and blow … what- is advertised is
carried out and the challenges thrown down are backed up by the money, men and horses.
Martini offered £10 to any local lad who could sit Bobs for a minute. There were no takers.
A Wodonga newspaper provided some details of Martini’s show saying that all the
performing animals were enclosed by canvas walls about 12 feet high and that there
were 14 lamps suspended across the centre of the enclosure, which gave ample light.
There was plenty of ventilation and good seating accommodation. The burly Salt Bush
Bill was still working wonders with his whips, while: Mr Martini is master of ceremonies
and in picturesque and pithy phraseology announces the order of events and moralises some
regarding them.
They performed at Corowa at the town’s recreation reserve in the last days or 1906,
then onto Benalla where they performed on Saturday night of January 12, 1907, in Mr
Gilding’s paddock on the corner of Smythe and Bridge streets. On Monday, January 14,
Ned Lloyd of Greta was promised £10 if he could sit on Bobs for one minute, but lasted
only two bucks. Martini promised Lloyd that if he came back on Wednesday night he
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would be given £1 if he could get on the outlaw and £20 if he could stay on him for one
minute. For some unknown reason Martini had the tent pulled down and there was no
contest that Wednesday evening. The paper reported that: strong comments were made
by members of the public. It appears that Martini, and possibly Lloyd, could see the
possibility of increasing the stakes, as the contest was finally carried out in Wangaratta to a
packed house. Lloyd was permitted to use his own saddle and bridle and gave a magnificent
exhibition of riding before he was unseated after 8 ½ seconds of Bobs’ torturous bucking.
Martini claimed that Lloyd had given the best account of any who had tried to master Bobs
and presented him with £1 and a silver-mounted riding whip. He also offered him
position as one of the show’s roughriders. Also, at Wangaratta a H. Mason, a well-known
horseman of Everton, was hurled over Bob’s head after 4 ½ seconds of clinging to the
pigskin.
At the end of January newspaper advertisements announced that the buckjumping
show would be heading north back into New South Wales through Urana, Lockhart,
Narrandera, Junee, Temora, Wyalong and beyond. They also announced:
TO THE PUBLIC— 'BOBS' the champion Buck-jumper, is a bay gelding,
branded ST4 on the off shoulder. Beware of Imitations.
They opened in Urana on the first day of February to a crowded house. The attraction
was to see a popular rider by the name of Sorely attempt to ride Bobs, but they were
disappointed when Martini claimed that Sorely had only ridden the outlaw for seven
seconds. Previous to this there had been a disagreement over the saddle to be used. The
audience became very disorderly and Martini and Sorely’s arguing could not be heard
over the din created by the onlookers. People were calling out for their money to be
returned and shame, while others were supporting Martini. The Albury Banner reported
that it nearly ended in an open brawl.
The buckjumping show was postponed at Coolamon until later in the month. The show
was performed behind the convent in Narrandera where, on one night, Martin’s
Buckjumpers were competing with an evening of hypnotism by Professor Bonner in the
Public Hall.
Owing to the superior attractions of Martini’s Buckjumpers the Professor had only a
thin house, but nevertheless went on with the programme.
Record attendances were recorded at Narrandera and drew large entries for the events.
Veteran roughrider Harry Dempsey (father of the buckjumpers Jack and Arthur
Dempsey) was awarded a silver mounted stockwhip by Martini in recognition of the
assistance he gave the show.
In late February a 19 year old lad by the name of Mitchell met with a serious accident on
Dollar Vale Station a few days after he had ridden in Martini’s buckjumping show at
Junee. The lad’s future was in serious doubt.
About this time the Albury Banner and Wodonga Express reported that there had been
a clash of dates at Coolamon with Martini’s show and a Scottish evening held for the
benefit of the Presbyterian Church. Neither party was able to change their dates so they
were both held simultaneously. Fortunately, it appears that attendances were almost
equally divided.
The Stockwhip Case
On Wednesday 27 February the Narrandera Court heard what the press titled The
Stockwhip Case, the defendant was William Mills (Saltbush Bill) and the plaintiff was
Martin Breheny [sic] (Martini). Saltbush Bill had joined Martini’s Buckjumping Show in
Sydney the previous year for £3 per week with board and lodging. He was employed as
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a performing whip cracker, having a collection of whips of his own and using the long
one obtained by Martini for £7 10s. The length of this whip was, depending on the press
report, either 54 or 55 feet in length and Martini held the receipt for its purchase.
Saltbush Bill had left the show with the whip at some stage and following the testimony
of Martini and several of his employees, such as Harry Kennedy, the advance
representative of the show, Billy Waite and Bennett Myers, who had shared Mills’ trap
travelling around the shows, the court found in favour of Martini. Saltbush Bill was to
pay the professional and witness costs of £3 7s.
Saltbush Bill (Mills) used an interesting reason for claiming the Henderson whip as his
own. Kennedy had worked for Fitzgerald’s Circus for twelve years and he explained to
the court that the show’s properties were often referred to as if belonging to the artist.
Of course, it is common to refer to your horse or your machine, or whatever, when in
fact it is the employer’s property. However, it is not common to take it literally!
When the show turned up at Cobar it received the usual glowing praises:Martini lived up
to his reputation; The seating accommodation is very good, a very large number of chairs
being provided, and ladies can visit the show without fear of anything. Martini is in for a
record season.
While in Cobar it was reported that Billy Waite and another of Martini’s riders
attempted to ride some of Skuthorpe’s horses, both shows having overlapped in Cobar.
No doubt that the two proprietors had manufactured an evening of competition
between the two well known shows. Waite sat to Skuthorpe’s famous Snips for just over
fourteen seconds when he was thrown clean over his head.
Waite and the Dempseys go into Business
There is no doubt that Martini and Waite were very close, but Waite decided to try and
make it on his own along with Harry Dempsey and his two sons. Unfortunately, this new
buckjumping show was short of suitable horses, which held them back at the beginning.
Their first performance was behind Hankinson’s Stores in Narrandera in the first week
in May 1907 and it was a noted success, though the lack and variety of horses and
mules, compared to that Martini possessed, was noted.
Martini’s Buckjumping Show now headed through Moree (Kirby’s paddock in Boston
Street); Inverell (Federal Hotel in Evans Street), and onto Warialda, returning again to
Inverell where they enjoyed good attendances, but poor weather. From Inverell they
made their way across to Glen Innes for 5 June. Rain was to upset the show’s schedule
delaying the opening at Glen Innes until 22 June, though somehow fitting in a night at
Tingha where a Cecil McArdle was thrown from the pony Bulls Wool and injured an
arm. The opening night at Glen Innes was disappointing as the ground was very slippery
and the show did not come up to the audience’s expectations because management
would not permit the main attraction, the outlaw Bobs, to perform his whirlwind act.
Their timetable, like the weather, was a mess. It is possible that they missed their
programmed visit to Guyra to get to the larger town of Armidale where they were
already overdue. From there they were to visit Hillgrove, Uralla and Tamworth.
However, problems more serious than the weather were to intervene with catastrophic
results.
Mr Ramsay’s Paddock, near the Royal Hotel in Armidale on 29 June was to be the venue
for the anxiously awaited opening of the famed Martin’s Buckjumping Show. The
Armidale Chronicle displayed an advertisement claiming that the champion Bobs and
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the original Dargin’s Grey would be there, as would eight buckjump riders, Fun in a
Stockyard, and just about anything else that could be ridden, or perhaps not.

Alas, the opening did not occur.
End of the Road for Martini
During the day Martini drove a wagonette out to a local sawmill to get a load of sawdust
to cover the ground at the arena for the night’s performance, as was the usual practice.
While Martini was negotiating the two horses, a train blew its whistle and the horses
took fright and bolted. Martini was thrown to the ground and his legs became entangled
in the reins. His leg was seriously injured and he received other injuries, apparently
internal ones. He received 17 stitches in his leg (later it was said that there were 27
stitches and another paper stated there were 23.) The papers stated that it was thought
that Martini was recovering, however he died about 6 o’clock the following Tuesday
morning, 3 July. He was 39 years of age. His remains were trained to Sydney on the
same day. On the Friday following his death the Armidale Express published the
following account of his death:
The End of Martini. — We reported in our last issue the unfortunate and
serious accident that befell Mr. Martini, the proprietor of the famous
buckjumping show, at Mr. Nott's sawmills on Saturday last, when, by the
horses he was driving suddenly plunging forward, he was precipitated
from his high seat on to the shafts of the vehicle, where a hook gashed his
thigh in a horrible manner, necessitating the insertion of 23 stitches. On
Monday Mr. Martini was progressing most favourably and hopes of his
early recovery were entertained. At 5 o'clock next morning, however, he
appeared to be very much worse, and, before assistance could be
summoned, the popular and respected showman had peacefully passed
away. Internal injuries are believed to have been the real cause of his
death. Mrs. Martini was with her husband to the end, and was naturally
completely overcome by the shocking suddenness of his demise. Mr. H.
Ramsay, licensee of the Royal Hotel, where the death occurred, closed his
premises on Tuesday out of respect to the deceased showman. Genuine
sympathy was expressed in this city for Mrs. Martini when the sad news
became known. Mr. Martini, or Martin Brehney [sic] as his real name was,
was a native of Araluen, N.S.W., and had had 25 years' experience in show
business in Australia. His first experience in the buck-jumping line was in
1890, when he toured Australia with an American show, but coming to
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the conclusion that Americans were no class with Australians as
buckjump riders, he eventually commenced on his own account, the
genuineness of his show from its initiation being responsible for its great
success throughout, Mr. Martini has died a wealthy man. The remains
were taken to Sydney by Tuesday evening's mail [train], where the
interment took place in Waverley cemetery on Wednesday. The company
will not perform at Armidale now, but on the return of Mrs. Martini, who
will carry on the show, will proceed farther down the line.
Martini’s funeral was held in Sydney on Thursday, just two days following his death.
The funeral left his parents’ residence in Windsor Street, Paddington at 2.30 pm for the
Roman Catholic Cemetery at Waverley. Later, Martini’s ‘wife’ was to place a bronze
relief14 of Martini’s favourite horse on this impressive grave and one has to wonder
whether it was Bobs or Dargan’s Grey that was the featured horse.
Many people were heartbroken, as Martini was not only very popular but his death
came as such a shock as he was still so young. Billy Waite was heartbroken.
Newspapers carried the sad news of Martini’s unexpected and tragic death across the
country. Sydney’s Evening News added that a younger Martini had appeared at the old
Alhambra at Sydney’s Haymarket and at the Sydney Tivoli. Another paper reiterated
that the deceased had been the Australian champion triple bar performer.
The premature death of Martin Breheney, known to most by his show business name as
James, or J Martini, was slowly, but eventually to fade from the collective social memory.
He was to be remembered by the few who knew him as the proprietor of the outlaw
buckjumper Bobs, who was successfully ridden by one of Australia’s most famous
roughriders, Lance Skuthorpe.
Born on the goldfields of the picturesque Araluen Valley – to where he most likely never
returned – to be trained in gymnastics as a child, to travel as a showman over most of
Australia, to develop successful entrepreneurial and business skills, and to be respected
by most who knew him, particularly his staff, made him a very extraordinary person. He
was also known for his colourful turn of phrase. One can only wonder at the possible
future he was denied. The final achievements as the owner of a travelling show and his
possibilities as a parent were never to be tested when he died in his fortieth year. It is
said that the show must go on, as did Martini’s Buckjumping Show, but without Martini
it was never to be the same.
The Show Goes On
MARTINI’S BUCKJUMPING SHOW
After a sensational season of 22 weeks in Sydney,
Now touring N.S.W. Hillgrove, Uralla, Walcha,
And Tamworth to follow, with over 70 head
Of horses, 12 wagons and 500ft square of canvas.
Brilliantly illuminated, with seating for 4000.
The show is exactly the same as in Sydney, and
Travels by Road.
TO THE PUBLIC. – “BOBS,” THE Champion Buck-jumper,
is a Bay Gelding, branded ST4 on the off shoulder. Beware of Imitations.

14

This panel was stolen, no doubt for the value of the bronze material.
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The above advertisement appeared in the Referee on Wednesday 10 July just eight days
after the showman’s death. The still shocked and adjusting show performers played at
Hillgrove on the same day as the advertisement appeared.

Bobs the Bryamine Outlaw, 1911.
The despondent team continued their tour down through the New England
No wedding certificate could be produced for the “Martin’s”, so control of the show was
now in the Breheney family hands. However, ‘Mrs Martini’ eventually bought them out
and regained control of the venture.
Martini’s wife attracted much negative attention, as those days a lone woman was an
easy target for insults and abuse. However, she had much support from the press such
as the Referee and Stageland.
The show toured down to Parramatta, then along the NSW south coast, up through
Goulburn to Gundagai and up Gloucester, finally arriving in Brisbane.
From the Queensland capital they headed westward to Toowoomba, then went south to
Moree and across to Bourke.
Death of Dargan’s Grey
The death of the famous Dargan’s Gray shocked the buckjumping show. The sad event
took place as they approached Summerdale Station near Nyngan. The Referee reported
that Dargan’s Grey died on 11 January aged 29 years. They added that his hide was to be
preserved and stuffed, and that his four hoofs were to be mounted in gold. Perhaps this
became a reality and the remains of the much-loved grey are today lying in someone’s
forgotten collection somewhere.
After crossing the Blue Mountains they performed in the Sydney area and continued on
to Robertson and Goulburn where they hired a special train which they took to the
Riverina, to Albury, and went on to Melbourne.
Still using the train, Martini’s Buckjumping Show covered much of Victoria before reentering NSW, performing at Jerilderie and Narrandera and finishing up at Goulburn
where the famous and popular show held their Farewell Season. It was February 1910.
It was not until 6 February 1911 that the Newsletter of Sydney reported:
The ‘whole stud’ of Martini’s celebrated buckjumpers have been purchased
by a syndicate, and are now in charge of Mr Fred Harvey, of St Marys. They
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are shortly to be shipped to England, where the syndicate intends giving an
exhibition at the Coronation of King George V.
It is worth noting that Martin Breheney’s father, William, named his place in Windsor
Street, Paddington, Araluen.
A question to answer is: are the present Feehan family of Braidwood related to Julia
Feehan, the mother of Martin Breheney?
Mart’s partner, referred to as Mrs Martini, was actually born Julia Kelson in New
Zealand, and was affectionately known as Jewls. As we have seen, her stage name was
Jessie Devine. Jessie married the show’s manager, M. J. Ryan, within two years of Mart’s
death. Despite his first initial Julia’s husband was known as James. The Ryans had only
one child, Gweneth, who was 22 years of age when her mother died in October 1937 at
Burwood, Sydney. Following the sale of the travelling buckjumping show, Ryan became
a well know Sydney bookmaker.
Chris Woodland © 2020
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EPILOQUE
‘Mrs Martini’
Mart’s partner, referred to as Mrs Martini, was actually born Julia Kelson in New
Zealand, and was affectionately known as Jewls. As we have seen, her stage name was
Jessie Devine. Jessie married M. J. Ryan within two years of Mart’s death. Despite his
first initial Julia’s husband was known as James. The Ryans had only one child, Gweneth,
who was 22 years of age when her mother died in October 1937 at Burwood, Sydney.
Following the sale of the travelling buckjumping show, Ryan became a well know
Sydney bookmaker.
Billy Waite
The remarkable life of this amazing man began in July 1880. Billy Waite was reared
from an infant on Breadalbane, a sugar cane property near Proserpine, near Mackay in
North Queensland. He took his surname from the owner of the property. It was said that
his mother was Aboriginal and his father European. He grew into a fine specimen of a
young man with an athletic build and handsome features. He was the winner of many
foot races in the district
His life changed dramatically when Martini’s Buckjumping Show came through the
district where he and another Aboriginal, Billy Emmerson, were only too keen to accept
the proprietor’s challenge to attempt to earn a few pounds and fame by riding the
already famous outlaw Dargan’s Grey. Neither Waite or Emmerson stayed in the saddle
very long, but Martini was impressed with their ability and offered them a job with his
travelling show. As both men were classified as Aboriginal, therefore denied the
freedom of movement, the local police would not permit them to leave the district.
Journalist and writer Bill Bowyang, who was working at Proserpine at the time, sent a
telegram to the local member for Bowen in the Brisbane parliament seeking permission
for them.
Two days later as the two horsemen were saddling up to head back to their places of
employment, having given up hope of approval, the telegram of consent came through.
Though both men were joyously happy at the news, Emmerson decided that
buckjumping was not for him and returned home.
The place of this famous horseman’s birth in 1880 is said to have been in either
Charters Towers or Proserpine. As mentioned earlier his father was European and his
mother was Aboriginal.
During World War 1 Billy Waite and his wife moved to Canada from England where Waite
broke in horses for the war effort. The famous Scottish poet, and honorary Australian,15 was
also contributing his bit for the war effort at the same place. The two must have given the
Canadians wonderful displays of buckjumping.16
Crossing the border into the USA Waite intended to obtain a job with the renowned William
‘Buffalo Bill’ Cody, but was taken up and toured with the Orpheum circuit. Waite and his
wife were cracking whips and throwing miniature boomerangs. One of the whips was a 65 ft
(19.8 m) whip.
For some years the Waites were touring the American and Canadian vaudeville circuit and
Billy won many roughriding contests at rodeos.

Ogilvie was in Australia for 12 years from 1888 until 1900. He wrote lyrical bush poems which are
some of our best and his poetry is still favoured by many people in the outback.
16 Apparently, Waite had also broken in horses for the Boer War at Proserpine prior to his meeting up with
Martini.
15
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An Australian part-time resident of the USA was the renowned Snowy Baker. Baker’s life
has filled books telling of his many sporting achievements, boxing, teaching movie stars how
to ride and performing on horseback. He is also remembered for his vitriolic attacks on
Australia’s young battling hero Les Darcy. While in Chicago the famous cowboy actor Tom
Mix told Baker that he had seen Waite ride in an English saddle on the worst bucker they
could find. He rode the horse while continually cracking a stockwhip. The Waites were living
in Chicago at the time and Billy had given up riding rough uns entirely.
Performer Violet Skuthorpe, the daughter of Lance, while visiting the USA caught up
with the Waites in Chicago and brought their best wishes back to their friends in
Australia.
The English Experience
Things did not succeed as they had hoped in England for the Australian buckjumpers.
Bill Bowyang17 had the following to say of that tour and of the latter life of Billy Waite
and his wife:
Disaster came to the "Wild Australia" show in England. Owing probably to
changed climatic conditions the horses would not buck, then someone
accused Waite and other riders of using cruel devices to make the animals
do their part.18 The show closed down. Finding himself out of work, Billy
Waite went to America, …
We remember him as a fine fellow, a good sport, and one of Australia's
greatest buckjump riders.
(Bill Bowyang, the Daily Mercury, Mackay, Qld, Sat 11 Feb 1938.)
The same author had noted in August 1931 that Billy Waite had joined the famous
Scottish poet, Will Ogilvie,19 in breaking horses for the war effort in Canada.
It is unknown how or where this legendary buckjumper died. It can be sadly assumed
that the horse was treated similarly to the whalers that left Australian shores for the
battles of WW 1, that is, because of Australia’s strict quarantine laws, they were not
allowed to return to Australia. When the short-lived English performances wound up
the show horses would have been sold off to other performing shows or to carriers who
would have used them as harness horses for deliveries. Bobs passing would certainly
have been a vastly different end to that which Dargan’s Grey experienced. The grey was
with the show until his end, was respected and would have been kindly treated.
Unluckily, the once famous Bryamine Outlaw was in a different environment all
together. Different owner(s), who possibly had little or no knowledge of his colourful
past. A different, colder climate and unfamiliar sounds, including voices, would have
been exceedingly confusing for the old champion. It is not surprising that the news of
his death might not have been received in his country of birth and fame, as the war to
end all wars was probably in its brutal throes at the time. Fortunately, he will always be
remembered, if only for his conquest by Lance Skuthorpe at what is today Eddy Avenue
in Sydney in March 1906.
Jack Dempsey, Rider and Runner

17

Bill Bowyang went by many names, though his correct name was Alexander Vindex Vennard (1884–
1947).
18 Both manager Alfred Neave and Billy Waite were fined 40s shillings each. Apparently, Waite had bitten
the ear of a horse.
19 Ogilvie had spent 12 years in Australia where he became well known as an excellent horseman and fine
lyrical bush poet.
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This second youngest son of Harry Dempsey, as we have seen, was a well-known
horseman and also a champion runner. While in Egypt during WW 1 he won an athletic
championship:
… beating a field comprising English, Scots, Irish, New Zealanders, West Indians, French, in
fact all nations under the sun.
He rose to the position of squadron sergeant major in the Second Remount Unit, his
superior being Banjo Paterson, with whom he remained a lifelong friend. He received an
official written thanks from General Sir Charles Chauvel and a commendation from King
George the V.
Interestingly, Jack Dempsey had been born on the Upper Murray at a place that was
known at the time as ‘No Place’. He died at the age of 65 at the Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital in Sydney in May 1950.
Arthur Dempsey
Arthur Dempsey, like his brother Jack, was born at No Place, near Jingellic. He spent a
lifetime association with horses. Other than his time with Martini and brother Jack and
Billy Waite in their buckjumping venture, he retained his connection with racehorses
and trotters. For many years he was an exhibitor of the horse section at the Narrandera
Show. He retired and returned to Narrandera a year before he died. His obituary stated
he became a resident of Narrandera in 1906 but lived at Leeton for 15 years where he
was the poundkeeper. The day he died he had ridden a horse from a Mr Moloney’s place
to his son’s home and on returning collapsed in Moloney’s yard. He almost died in the
saddle, which would have been an appropriate ending for the old horseman. Arthur
Dempsey died in May 1946 aged 63.
Jack Pendergast
Jack Pendergast’s name was associated with Martini’s buckjumping show.
He was a native of the Hawkesbury district from the town of Richmond and retained
that address until he followed his parents after they had moved to Forrest Lodge in
Sydney. This location was ideal for its proximity to the Christ Church centre where
Martini held so many performances.
Pendergast is supposed to have ridden the outlaw Dargan’s Grey on a day at the
Hawkesbury when the Grey was not performing as he usually did.
He was a popular horse breaker and broke in many recalcitrant racehorses. A notable
horse by the name of Highborn had thrown many jockeys before it was given to
Pendergast to tame, which he did. Highborn was to come in second to Martin Henry in
1881 when he won the Melbourne Cup. Coincidentally, it was the year that Mart
Breheney became known as Martini.
The only serious accident that this great horseman received was when a mare in
Queensland:
… bucked clean over the top of me, and broke four of my ribs. They are
racing her in Sydney now.
Like Martini, Jack Pendergast died young. He died of consumption20 at about the age of
40 in 1908, the year after Martini died.
Texas Jack
From 1891 Texas Jack toured with Harmstons and eventually travelled the country with
his own show. He married fellow sharpshooter and horse rider Lily Dunbar at
Bundaberg in March 1897.

20

Tuberculosis.
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At the outbreak of the Boer War in late 1899 he tried to join the military contingent to
fight in South Africa, but failed because of his poor shooting ability! These
sharpshooters did not use actual bullets in their acts, but fine pellets which gave them a
wider area of shot.

Photo of Texas Jack taken at the studios of Nettleton & Arnest of Melbourne.
It also prevented the likes of relatively large .44 calibre lead bullets perforating the
canvas coverings of the arenas. On his second attempt Texas Jack was accepted as he
applied as a horse breaker for the contingent in South Africa. Following the war he
spent time in England where he divorced his wife on the grounds of her adultery. He
then returned to South Africa with his Texas Jack’s Wild West Show & Circus where he
gave the then unknown performer Will Rogers (1879-1935) a job as a cowboy rope
performer. It gave this native American Cherokee the start to his wonderful career as a
folksy humourist, rope performer and horseman.
Texas Jack died in Kroonstad, South Australia in 1905. His estate was left to his
daughter Hazel Jack of Prahan, Melbourne.
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I must praise my brother Denis for his masterful proof reading and note that any
mistakes are my responsibility. I trust that readers find the life of Martin
Breheney/Martini of interest.
Lastly, sincere thanks to my very patient and supporting wife Ginny.
© Chris Woodland, 2020.
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EPILOQUE
‘Mrs Martini’
Mart’s partner, referred to as Mrs Martini, was actually born Julia Kelson in New
Zealand, and was affectionately known as Jewls. As we have seen, her stage name was
Jessie Devine. Jessie married M. J. Ryan within two years of Mart’s death. Despite his
first initial Julia’s husband was known as James. The Ryans had only one child, Gweneth,
who was 22 years of age when her mother died in October 1937 at Burwood, Sydney.
Following the sale of the travelling buckjumping show, Ryan became a well know
Sydney bookmaker.
Billy Waite
The remarkable life of this amazing man began in July 1880. Billy Waite was reared
from an infant on Breadalbane, a sugar cane property near Proserpine, near Mackay in
North Queensland. He took his surname from the owner of the property. It was said that
his mother was Aboriginal and his father European. He grew into a fine specimen of a
young man with an athletic build and handsome features. He was the winner of many
foot races in the district
His life changed dramatically when Martini’s Buckjumping Show came through the
district where he and another Aboriginal, Billy Emmerson, were only too keen to accept
the proprietor’s challenge to attempt to earn a few pounds and fame by riding the
already famous outlaw Dargan’s Grey. Neither Waite or Emmerson stayed in the saddle
very long, but Martini was impressed with their ability and offered them a job with his
travelling show. As both men were classified as Aboriginal, therefore denied the
freedom of movement, the local police would not permit them to leave the district.
Journalist and writer Bill Bowyang, who was working at Proserpine at the time, sent a
telegram to the local member for Bowen in the Brisbane parliament seeking permission
for them.
Two days later as the two horsemen were saddling up to head back to their places of
employment, having given up hope of approval, the telegram of consent came through.
Though both men were joyously happy at the news, Emmerson decided that
buckjumping was not for him and returned home.
The place of this famous horseman’s birth in 1880 is said to have been in either
Charters Towers or Proserpine. As mentioned earlier his father was European and his
mother was Aboriginal.
During World War 1 Billy Waite and his wife moved to Canada from England where Waite
broke in horses for the war effort. The famous Scottish poet, and honorary Australian,21 was
also contributing his bit for the war effort at the same place. The two must have given the
Canadians wonderful displays of buckjumping.22
Crossing the border into the USA Waite intended to obtain a job with the renowned William
‘Buffalo Bill’ Cody, but was taken up and toured with the Orpheum circuit. Waite and his
wife were cracking whips and throwing miniature boomerangs. One of the whips was a 65 ft
(19.8 m) whip.
For some years the Waites were touring the American and Canadian vaudeville circuit and
Billy won many roughriding contests at rodeos.

Ogilvie was in Australia for 12 years from 1888 until 1900. He wrote lyrical bush poems which are
some of our best and his poetry is still favoured by many people in the outback.
22 Apparently, Waite had also broken in horses for the Boer War at Proserpine prior to his meeting up with
Martini.
21
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An Australian part-time resident of the USA was the renowned Snowy Baker. Baker’s life
has filled books telling of his many sporting achievements, boxing, teaching movie stars how
to ride and performing on horseback. He is also remembered for his vitriolic attacks on
Australia’s young battling hero Les Darcy. While in Chicago the famous cowboy actor Tom
Mix told Baker that he had seen Waite ride in an English saddle on the worst bucker they
could find. He rode the horse while continually cracking a stockwhip. The Waites were living
in Chicago at the time and Billy had given up riding rough uns entirely.
Performer Violet Skuthorpe, the daughter of Lance, while visiting the USA caught up
with the Waites in Chicago and brought their best wishes back to their friends in
Australia.
The English Experience
Things did not succeed as they had hoped in England for the Australian buckjumpers.
Bill Bowyang23 had the following to say of that tour and of the latter life of Billy Waite
and his wife:
Disaster came to the "Wild Australia" show in England. Owing probably to
changed climatic conditions the horses would not buck, then someone
accused Waite and other riders of using cruel devices to make the animals
do their part.24 The show closed down. Finding himself out of work, Billy
Waite went to America, …
We remember him as a fine fellow, a good sport, and one of Australia's
greatest buckjump riders.
(Bill Bowyang, the Daily Mercury, Mackay, Qld, Sat 11 Feb 1938.)
The same author had noted in August 1931 that Billy Waite had joined the famous
Scottish poet, Will Ogilvie,25 in breaking horses for the war effort in Canada.
Bobs the Bryamine Outlaw

Bobs, 1911.

23

Bill Bowyang went by many names, though his correct name was Alexander Vindex Vennard (1884–
1947).
24 Both manager Alfred Neave and Billy Waite were fined 40s shillings each. Apparently, Waite had bitten
the ear of a horse.
25 Ogilvie had spent 12 years in Australia where he became well known as an excellent horseman and fine
lyrical bush poet.
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It is unknown how or where this legendary buckjumper died. It can be sadly assumed
that the horse was treated similarly to the whalers that left Australian shores for the
battles of WW 1, that is, because of Australia’s strict quarantine laws, they were not
allowed to return to Australia. When the short-lived English performances wound up
the show horses would have been sold off to other performing shows or to carriers who
would have used them as harness horses for deliveries. Bobs passing would certainly
have been a vastly different end to that which Dargan’s Grey experienced. The grey was
with the show until his end, was respected and would have been kindly treated.
Unluckily, the once famous Bryamine Outlaw was in a different environment all
together. Different owner(s), who possibly had little or no knowledge of his colourful
past. A different, colder climate and unfamiliar sounds, including voices, would have
been exceedingly confusing for the old champion. It is not surprising that the news of
his death might not have been received in his country of birth and fame, as the war to
end all wars was probably in its brutal throes at the time. Fortunately, he will always be
remembered, if only for his conquest by Lance Skuthorpe at what is today Eddy Avenue
in Sydney in March 1906.
Jack Dempsey, Rider and Runner
This second youngest son of Harry Dempsey, as we have seen, was a well-known
horseman and also a champion runner. While in Egypt during WW 1 he won an athletic
championship:
… beating a field comprising English, Scots, Irish, New Zealanders, West Indians, French, in
fact all nations under the sun.
He rose to the position of squadron sergeant major in the Second Remount Unit, his
superior being Banjo Paterson, with whom he remained a lifelong friend. He received an
official written thanks from General Sir Charles Chauvel and a commendation from King
George the V.
Interestingly, Jack Dempsey had been born on the Upper Murray at a place that was
known at the time as ‘No Place’. He died at the age of 65 at the Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital in Sydney in May 1950.
Arthur Dempsey
Arthur Dempsey, like his brother Jack, was born at No Place, near Jingellic. He spent a
lifetime association with horses. Other than his time with Martini and brother Jack and
Billy Waite in their buckjumping venture, he retained his connection with racehorses
and trotters. For many years he was an exhibitor of the horse section at the Narrandera
Show. He retired and returned to Narrandera a year before he died. His obituary stated
he became a resident of Narrandera in 1906 but lived at Leeton for 15 years where he
was the poundkeeper. The day he died he had ridden a horse from a Mr Moloney’s place
to his son’s home and on returning collapsed in Moloney’s yard. He almost died in the
saddle, which would have been an appropriate ending for the old horseman. Arthur
Dempsey died in May 1946 aged 63.
Jack Pendergast
Jack Pendergast’s name was associated with Martini’s buckjumping show.
He was a native of the Hawkesbury district from the town of Richmond and retained
that address until he followed his parents after they had moved to Forrest Lodge in
Sydney. This location was ideal for its proximity to the Christ Church centre where
Martini held so many performances.
Pendergast is supposed to have ridden the outlaw Dargan’s Grey on a day at the
Hawkesbury when the Grey was not performing as he usually did.
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He was a popular horse breaker and broke in many recalcitrant racehorses. A notable
horse by the name of Highborn had thrown many jockeys before it was given to
Pendergast to tame, which he did. Highborn was to come in second to Martin Henry in
1881 when he won the Melbourne Cup. Coincidentally, it was the year that Mart
Breheney became known as Martini.
The only serious accident that this great horseman received was when a mare in
Queensland:
… bucked clean over the top of me, and broke four of my ribs. They are
racing her in Sydney now.
Like Martini, Jack Pendergast died young. He died of consumption26 at about the age of
40 in 1908, the year after Martini died.
Texas Jack
From 1891 Texas Jack toured with Harmstons and eventually travelled the country with
his own show. He married fellow sharpshooter and horse rider Lily Dunbar at
Bundaberg in March 1897.
At the outbreak of the Boer War in late 1899 he tried to join the military contingent to
fight in South Africa, but failed because of his poor shooting ability! These
sharpshooters did not use actual bullets in their acts, but fine pellets which gave them a
wider area of shot.

Photo of Texas Jack taken at the studios of Nettleton & Arnest of Melbourne.
It also prevented the likes of relatively large .44 calibre lead bullets perforating the
canvas coverings of the arenas. On his second attempt Texas Jack was accepted as he
applied as a horse breaker for the contingent in South Africa. Following the war he
spent time in England where he divorced his wife on the grounds of her adultery. He
then returned to South Africa with his Texas Jack’s Wild West Show & Circus where he
gave the then unknown performer Will Rogers (1879-1935) a job as a cowboy rope

26

Tuberculosis.
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performer. It gave this native American Cherokee the start to his wonderful career as a
folksy humourist, rope performer and horseman.
Texas Jack died in Kroonstad, South Australia in 1905. His estate was left to his
daughter Hazel Jack of Prahan, Melbourne.
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